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Ranking 13th on worldwide ISO 9001 accredited certifications, with 19541 certifications (2012 ISO Survey)
NP 4512:2012
Training management system, including technology enhanced learning – requirements
- Standard development funded by the EU under a LLP research project (Q-Cert-VET);
- Portuguese Standard published in 6 European languages;
- The PT Standard incorporated all legal requirements from Portuguese Ordinance 851/2010

IPAC OEC010
Accredited certification scheme for NP 4512
[Under negotiation] Mutual recognition between the Ordinance 851 regulatory certification scheme and the voluntary NP 4512 certification scheme

6 NP 4512 Certifications in 3 European countries in <1 year of the standard’s life (probably more before the end of 2013)

[Under negotiation] IRCA Recognition for NP 4512 Lead Auditors & NP 4512 Lead Auditors Courses
Requested to IPQ by the Portuguese Ministry of Education
CT 187

SC1
Formal, Non Formal and Informal Learning

GT1
NP 4512 Checklist

GT2
MSS Guide for Education Organizations

GT3
MOOC & SOOC MSS

GT4
NP 4512 alignment with ISO 9001:2015

SC2
Education about Standardization

GT1
Pedagogic Materials for Children and Youth

GT2
Pedagogic Materials for SME [collaboration with CEN] & Public Administration

GT3
Pedagogic Materials in:
- International Gesture, for Deaf Citizens
- Braille, for Blind Citizens

Sandra Feliciano ||| 23rd Session of UNECE WP.6 ||| STaRT-ED ||| November 20, 2013 ||| Geneva, Switzerland
Formal, Non Formal and Informal Learning. Education about Standardization.

IPQ/CT 187 SC1

Formal, Non Formal and Informal Learning

GT1
NP 4512 Checklist

GT2
MSS Guide for Education Organizations

GT3
MOOC & SOOC MSS
http://www.ted.com/talks/peter_norvig_the_100_000_student_classroom.html

GT4
NP 4512 alignment with ISO 9001:2015
IPQ/TC 187 SC2

Education about Standardization

GT1
Pedagogic Materials for Children and Youth
(e.g. a repository based on the outputs of Projeto Juventude)

GT2
Pedagogic Materials for:
- SME [collaboration with CEN]
- Public Administration

GT3
Pedagogic Materials in:
- International Gesture for Deaf Citizens
- Braille for blind citizens
CT 187/SC1 is establishing Liaisons with

- ISO/TC 176
- ISO TC 232
- ISO/IEC JTC1 SC36
- CEN TC 353
- CEN WS-LT
- ISOPC 288 [Chair Candidate]

CT 187/SC2 is establishing Liaisons with

- CEN/CENELEC WG EaS
- UNECE STaRT-ED
Questions?

Contacts:
Sandra Feliciano
felicianosandra@gmail.com
sdf@estgf.ipp.pt
sdf@isec.universitas.pt
sandra.feliciano@favvus-ithr.com
Tel.: +351 965 157 155
Tel.: +44 741 841 88 29
Skype: sandrafeliciano
Twitter: @FelicianoSand
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/felicianosandra
LinkedIn: pt.linkedin.com/pub/sandra-feliciano/0/664/173